Sect-to-church theory assumes that sects will become more church-like, as members' socioeconomic status improves: abandoning tension-related characteristics, they decrease the level of tension with their social environment. Studying Pentecostal middle class congregations (MCCs) in Argentina, this article shows that the reduction of tension involves impression management: the studied MCCs display middle class features (e.g. educational training) and selectively shield tension-related practices (e.g. glossolalia) from the glances of nonPentecostal peers. Instead of abandoning tension-related practices to reduce tension, MCCs strategically adjust their religious practices depending on the extent to which these are accessible for relevant outsiders, switching between sect-like and church-like styles of religion.
INTRODUCTION
Sect-to-church theory describes the circumstance under which sects turn into churches.
Among other factors, social upward mobility of sects is thought to provoke such a transformation. When improving their socio-economic status (SES), sects are assumed to leave behind the key attribute that distinguishes them from churches: high tension with their social environment. Abandoning tension-related characteristics (e.g. faith-healing, exorcisms), they turn increasingly into churches (cf. Iannaccone 1994; Niebuhr 1929; Stark and Bainbridge 1985; Stark and Finke 2000) . However, when reducing the tension with their social environment, sects may leave behind distinctive characteristics, weakening the satisfaction that members experience from their participation (Iannaccone 1994; Poloma 2005:59; Tracey 2012:92) .
This study argues that religious organizations which experience upward social-mobility may not necessarily abandon tension-related practices but selectively shield them. Drawing on the notion of impression management (cf. Bolino et al. 2008; Elsbach, Sutton and Principe 1998; Goffman 1959; Joosse 2012) , the study suggests that selective shielding processes allow for the simultaneous withdrawal and maintenance of tension-related practices: specific sect-like practices are transferred to protected back regions, thereby shielding them from exposure to the social environment; whereas church-like styles of religion are performed on the more visible front regions. Accordingly, performing sect or church-like styles of religion does not only depend on the long run change of the socio-economic status of the group, but on the extent to which religious practices are potentially visible for relevant outsiders at a given moment in time. The possibility of switching between sect-and church-like styles of religion mitigates the need to abandon distinctive, tension-related characteristics. Highlighting the impression management of religious organizations that face pressure to adapt to their social environment, this article proposes to regard these as moving flexibly between different points on the sect-to-church axis, rather than being located on a specific position on this axis.
5
The article is structured as follows: the first section discusses sect-to-church theory, while the second section summarizes the two main academic perspectives on middle class Pentecostalism in Latin America. The third section describes the methods of the research and the fourth section portrays empirical results on middle class Pentecostalism in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The last section discusses the results against the background of insights on middle class Pentecostalism in Latin America and draws conclusions for sect-to-church theory. The article employs specific abbreviations for Pentecostal middle class congregations (MCCs) and middle class Pentecostals (MCPs): while "MCCs" refers to Pentecostal congregations that are composed by a majority of middle class members, "MCPs" stands for middle class individuals adhering to the Pentecostal movement.
SECT-TO-CHURCH TRANSITIONS
Sect-To-Church theory distinguishes between sects and churches as two types of religious organization. Predominant approaches define the main difference between these types by their level of tension towards the social environment (Dawson 2011; Iannaccone 1988; Johnson 1963; Stark and Bainbridge 1985; Stark and Finke 2000) . Stark and Finke (2000:143) describe this tension as the "degree of distinctiveness, separation and antagonism between the organization and the 'outside' world." Following this classification, sects are religious organizations that evince high tension with their social environment, whereas churches are marked by low levels of tension.
High tension enables the creation of high rewards within the organization (Baker 2010; Iannaccone 1994 ) but also involves external costs for those belonging to the organization (cf. Stark and Finke 2000:144) : religious membership becomes expensive in the outer, "secular" world, as members have to renounce secular pleasures and may be stigmatized for their membership, rendering social relationships with individuals outside the organization difficult.
However, the costs vary according to the actors' socio-economic positions in the secular 6 world, which leads to a class bias in sect membership: actors with relatively few secular opportunities have little to lose from sect membership, whereas individuals with a higher ability of generating secular rewards risk losing peers' recognition and being excluded from secular opportunities (Iannaccone 1988; Iannaccone 1994; Stark and Finke 2000: 204) . These claims are supported by research reporting that middle classes tend towards more theologically liberal and socially adapted religious groups than lower classes, avoiding sectarian movements, whereas lower classes are disproportionately present in conservative, less socially adapted, sectarian groups (Chaves 2004; Coreno 2002; Newport 1979; Park and Reimer 2002; Roof and Hadaway 1979; Sherkat and Wilson 1995; Smith and Faris 2005; Waters, Heath and Watson 1995) . 1 However, the profile of religious organizations is not invariable: they may become more sect or church-like, as they alter the level of tension between themselves and their social environment over time. Given the aforementioned class bias of sects, an important dynamic behind sect-to-church-transitions are changing socio-economic compositions (Iannaccone 1994; Niebuhr 1929; Stark and Bainbridge 1985; Stark and Finke 2000) .
As high tension involves a loss of secular opportunities for higher SES, improvements in sect members' SES are expected to involve the reduction of tension: sect-like organizations will smooth characteristics that create costs (e.g. stigma), adapting to their social environment, and become more church-like (Iannaccone 1994; Niebuhr 1929; Stark and Bainbridge 1985; Stark and Finke 2000) . When reducing the tension, religious organizations may, however, leave behind distinctive and potentially rewarding characteristics, negatively affecting members' satisfaction (Iannaccone 1994; Poloma 2005:59; Tracey 2012:92) . 1 The abovementioned theory and the empirical class bias indicate that sects tend to be less appealing for middle class individuals. Churches, by contrast, may not only be attractive for middle class individuals but may also attract lower class individuals. 7 Accordingly, religious organizations with a growing middle class membership are caught in a dilemma of adapting their religious profile to the social environment, reducing costs, but losing distinctive and potentially beneficial characteristics. Facing this dilemma, they may develop strategies to simultaneously adapt to the social environment and maintain sect characteristics, leading to ambivalent transition processes.
Contrasting the linear reading of sect-to-church theory, research indicates manifold ambivalences in these transitions. First, sect-to-church transitions are neither unidirectional nor irreversible processes (cf. Finke and Stark 2001; Stark and Finke 2000:259-276) : the same religious organizations can move the sect-to-church spectrum up and down at different moments in time, relaxing and increasing tension. Moreover, transition processes are not necessarily all-encompassing: religious organizations may relax specific characteristics while at the same time maintaining other boundaries with the environment (cf. Samuel H. Reimer 2009). Iannaccone (1994 Iannaccone ( :1203 has referred to this phenomenon as "selective adaptation."
Selective adaptation can serve to reduce the likely conflicts that occur between different poles within religious organizations during these change processes (cf. Stark and Finke 2000:205) .
Large religious organizations in particular are likely to involve diverse sub-groups that tend towards different positions along the sect-to-church spectrum (cf. Walters 2004), leading to struggles within the organizations.
This contribution shows that, to deal with the dilemma of adaptation, religious organizations selectively shield tension-related practices by transferring them to spaces and times that are less accessible for outsiders. Selective shielding points to the impression management of religious organizations (cf. Goffman 1959; Stolz 2011; Inbody 2015) : the handling of information to create and maintain a certain image vis-à-vis others. This includes hiding information from relevant others which could spoil the intended image by shielding "inappropriate" characteristics from their glances, transferring these to less visible back regions (e.g. private sphere). Most research on impression management has focused on the 8 level of individuals and their direct interactions, whereas the impression management of organizations has received less attention (for an overview, see Bolino et al. 2008 ).
Organizational impression management concerns the efforts of organizations to manage their image, bringing it in line with the social expectations of relevant others (cf. Elsbach et al. 1998 ). This includes internal as well as external audiences, leading to (a) internal impression management directed towards internal others (e.g. leaders vis-à-vis members) and (b) external impression management dealing with relevant outsiders and their expectations. In contrast to the aforementioned research, this study of middle class Pentecostalism shows how members of MCCs themselves engage in impression management and direct it towards external non-members. The external impression management aims to reduce levels of tension with the social environment while enabling at the same time the maintenance of tension-related practices: performing socially-adapted styles in the more publicly visible spaces, religious organizations can preserve tension-related practices in protected back regions. As such, selective shielding mitigates the need to abandon distinctive, tension-related characteristics.
TWO TALES OF MIDDLE CLASS PENTECOSTALISM IN LATIN AMERICA
Although defining Pentecostalism is challenging given its plurality, there are some attributes frequently associated with the movement (Anderson 2004; Robbins 2004) . The most remarked upon and widespread feature of Pentecostalism is the emphasis on the Holy Spirit and its gifts, manifesting themselves, among others, in speaking in tongues, trance, and faith healing. Stressing the experience of the Spirit, the style of church services is usually highly emotional and expressive (Anderson 2004:11, 19; Parker 1996:156; Robbins 2004:121,125-126) . Constituting an emotional and experience-focused type of Christianity that stresses "breaking with the past" (Meyer 2004 ) and offers spiritual solutions for earthly troubles, the movement has originally attracted the lowest social echelons in Latin America (Anderson 2004: 59,282; Burdick 1993:79,85; Hunt 2002; Jenkins 2007:73; Lehmann 1996:210-214; Martin 1990:53; 202; Martin 2002:1,20,78,81) . However, given upward-social mobility among first and second generation Pentecostals and an increasing expansion of the movement, reaching diverse social sectors, Pentecostalism is climbing the social ladder and gaining ground in the middle classes (Berger 2009; Freston 1997; Martin 1995:107,112; Martin 2002:4,81,24,114; Schäfer and Tovar 2009:7; Stewart-Gambino and Wilson 1997:241; Woodberry 2008) . Existing insights on the style of middle class Pentecostalism in Latin America are mostly limited to side-notes of research which investigates broader topics such as the political, economic, or social impact of Pentecostalism. Referring to different social and national contexts, they report that the local middle classes evolve a distinct style of Pentecostalism indicating a social class polarization within Pentecostalism (Schäfer 2009a:63) .
MCCs as Adapting to their Social Environment
A characteristic frequently mentioned in relation to middle class Pentecostalism is a more open and pro-active attitude towards wider society. While traditional Pentecostalism, that predominantly expanded in the lowest socio-economic classes, is characterized by a worldrejecting attitude, scholars of religion describe middle class Pentecostalism as more strongly orientated towards society (cf. Freston 1997:190-193,198-199; Garcia-Ruiz 2007; Hallum 2002:227,233-235; Schäfer 2005; Schäfer 2009b; Schäfer 2011) .
Abstaining from draconic moral imperatives, researchers report that MCCs evolve a morality more open towards the modern world (Martin 1995:108; Martin 2006:152-153; Robbins 2004:121-122) : its membership selectively participates in some of the pleasures of contemporary societies, such as modern clothing, television, alcohol, or soccer. An adaptation to the surrounding society also takes place in the very practice of Pentecostalism : Freston (1997:188) describes that elements which are "too Pentecostal" such as spiritual warfare do not match well with middle class sensibilities and are therefore avoided. Another observed feature of Middle Class Pentecostals (MCPs) is an affinity for more intellectual sermons (Gooren 2011 ).
The aforementioned tendencies point towards adaptation processes in MCCs that fit with sect-to-church theory (cf. Corten 1995:189-192,209-215) : as they become less morally strict, abstain from strong spiritual practices, engage in wider society, and favor education, MCCs reduce the tension towards their social environment.
MCCs as Neo-Pentecostals
Another narrative of Latin American middle class Pentecostalism describes NeoPentecostalism as particularly attractive to middle classes (Delgado 2004:105-106 
METHODS

Middle class Pentecostalism is researched through an in-depth study of MCCs in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Argentina's comparatively solid middle class was thought to facilitate the study of middle class Pentecostalism (Cárdenas, Kharas and Henao 2011; Germani 1981; Tevik 2006:23; Visacovsky 2008:11-12) . Although a sociological standard definition of the middle class in Argentina does not exist, there are demographic characteristics generally attributed to the middle-middle and upper-middle class: above-average income and education, as well as white-collar job-occupations (Cueto and Luzzi 2008:61-62; SAIMO 2006; Svampa 2005; Tevik 2006; Torrado 2003) . 2 In particular, professionals working, for instance, as 2 Based on the above-mentioned contributions, this study defines the middle class in relation to other classes by its level of income, education, and typical occupations. For narrative interviews the study focused on professionals with at least finished secondary degrees and a minimum monthly household income of 820 Argentinean pesos per household member for public administration employees, doctors, teachers, and managers are conceived of as the core of the middle class. As such, the following research focused on this group. analyzed and compared using the qualitative analysis software Atlas.ti.
MIDDLE CLASS PENTECOSTALISM IN ARGENTINA
Between eight (Mallimaci, Esquivel and GimEnez BEliveau 2015) and ten (Pew Research
Center 2014) percent of the Argentinean population are reported to be Pentecostal. Although
Pentecostalism is increasingly expanding into the Argentinean middle class, the movement still has a far higher occurrence in Argentina's lower class than in its middle class (Mallimaci 1999:86-87; Semán 2004:12-18; Wynarczyk, Semán and Majo 1995:7; Wynarczyk 2009a:53-55,170-171; Wynarczyk 2009b:64-65) . For instance, studies in the Greater Buenos Aires area reveal above-average concentrations of Pentecostals among lower class populations and in lower class neighborhoods (Esquivel et al. 2001; Fidanza and Suárez 2016) .
Its strong presence in the lower class has shaped public narratives about Pentecostalism: it tends to be perceived as a movement that mainly attracts the deprived social sectors and is frequently a subject of mockery (Semán 2004:12-18 ). Its perception is perhaps best illustrated by its representations in the media where it is often depicted together with other non-Catholic religious options, such as Afro-Brazilian religions, as a superstitious and fanatic religious expression of the deprived lower class (Frigerio 1998; Frigerio 2002; Semán 2004:12-18; Semán 2006:217) . Moreover, media coverage tends to portray the movement as alien to
Argentinean society, which is, in contrast, represented as Catholic (Giménez Beliveau, Carbonelli and Mosqueira 2008) . Nevertheless, public perception of the movement has improved slightly in the last decades (Frigerio 1998:446-450,453-455; Míguez 1998:120; Wynarczyk 2009a:179-208 Nevertheless, in contrast to traditional, inward-oriented Pentecostalism, MCCs do not withdraw from society but seek integration and recognition within their social environment.
Thus, specific dress codes that would distinguish members from non-members are absent:
followers arrive in casual, but tidy leisure clothes to middle class church services, wearing, for instance, shorts, and polo shirts and even close fitting dresses. Likewise the general moral
code is more open towards society than in traditional, morally strict Pentecostalism. Although
MCCs still mark some differences vis-à-vis the Argentinean society by prohibiting, for instance, tobacco-consumption and pre-marital sex, they allow their followers to enjoy worldly distractions such as cinema, soccer, and sometimes alcohol. In this way, MCCs reduce potential tensions with the surrounding society and enable members to engage more smoothly within their secular environment (Iannaccone 1994; Stark and Finke 2000) .
Additionally, members are not only allowed, but even urged to assume an active stake in society and to "make history," as a preacher in a church service of the MCC Assembly of Christ declares. An important way of impacting the society at large is charity work. MCCs offer, for instance, legal counseling to lower class families, launch meal programs in lower class neighborhoods, and send clothes and school equipment to poorer provinces in the north of Argentina.
Altogether, MCCs relationship towards society is marked by efforts to reduce -but not fully dissolve -the existing boundaries in opposition to the surrounding social environment.
These efforts are specifically directed towards the middle class environment. MCCs seek to overcome the tension between "middle class culture" and Pentecostalism. For this purpose, they parade their middle class-ness by attributing middle class markers to their congregations (e.g. professional organization, educational training).
Selective Shielding of Socially Unacceptable Practices
The general atmosphere of MCC church services is calmer, more sober, and less expressive Nevertheless, pastors and adherents do not fully neglect practices involving the Holy Spirit: although they state their importance, they nevertheless assign a different social space to these practices. Thus, a pastor explains that potentially disruptive practices are conducted outside the church service in order to maintain "a certain image" and avoid the typical Pentecostal "transgressions". Intimate contexts that are shielded from outsiders-small groups, member retreats, private locations-are considered more suitable for these practices. They constitute back regions in which inappropriate Pentecostal practices-such as practices of faith healing, exorcisms and speaking loudly in tongues-can be practiced in isolation from the glances non-Pentecostal class peers. MCPs selectively shield tension-related elements of Pentecostal religiosity from the social environment by transferring them to the private sphere. Thus, several middle class interviewees mentioned that they speak loudly in tongues at home while refraining to do so in church services. Interestingly, the studied MCC that conducts the most expressive church services engages doormen to control the incoming audience. The doormen question unknown newcomers at the entrance and send them to an interview at one of the pastors' offices before granting them access to the church service. In this way, this MCC converts the church service, which in other Pentecostal churches is easily accessible, into a protective niche, allowing for less socially adapted practices. Accordingly, the banning of tension-related practices depends on the extent to which the religious performance is accessible for outsiders: the lower the probability of non-Pentecostal peers witnessing the religious practices, the higher the freedom of drifting towards the sect spectrum and conducting practices that might be experienced as 20 inappropriate by outsiders. The examples indicate that "adaptation"-i.e. the reduction of tension towards the social environment-consists in managing the congregation's impression towards relevant outsiders: MCCs design socially acceptable representations of Pentecostalism for non-Pentecostal middle class audiences while shielding other tensionrelated practices from the glances of these audiences.
"(…) speaking in tongues (…) is more of a personal thing with
In sum, MCCs moderate the emotionality and expressivity of the church service and withdraw socially inappropriate, uncontrolled practices (e.g. exorcisms, faith healing, speaking in tongues) from it, while attributing order, physical, and emotional self-control as markers of middle class culture to it. While the religious practice on the front region conforms to the social pressure for adaptation, the less socially adapted, sect-like characteristics continue to shape the religious practice in the back region, which is shielded from the glances of non-Pentecostals. In this way, selective shielding of tension-related practices allows for simultaneous adaptation of the MCCs' visible practice, reducing the costs for members, and 
DISCUSSION: FROM SECT TO CHURCH?
The study of Argentinean MCCs reveals social adaptation processes and contradicts assumptions about the Neo-Pentecostal tendency of middle classes in Latin America.
Moreover, the study shows that adaptation -i.e. the reduction of tension towards the social environment -does not necessarily imply the abandoning of tension-related practices.
Alternatively, religious organizations can manage the congregation's impression towards outsiders by, for instance, selectively shielding tension-related practices from their glances.
Research on middle class Pentecostalism in Latin America is fragmented with divergent assumptions regarding its shape. While the insights from this study underpin claims supposing an ongoing adaptation among MCCs in Latin America (Corten 1995:189-192,209-215; Schäfer 2009a:62,67-72; Schäfer 2010:103) , the often suggested tendency of MCPs towards Neo-Pentecostalism is not corroborated (Delgado 2004: 105-106; Jaimes 2007; Garcia-Ruiz 2007; Mansilla 2008; Martin 2002:4; O'Neill 2010:10; Robbins 2004:121-122; Villamán 2002:510-511) . Instead of cultivating characteristics often attributed to NeoPentecostalism, such as prosperity gospel and spiritual warfare, the studied Argentinean middle class pastors and lay members reject these elements and lean towards a less expressive, socially adapted form of Pentecostalism. Empirical insights from Brazil and Chile indicate similar tendencies (Martin 1995; Martin 2006; Freston 1997; Gooren 2011; Robbins 2004:121-122 experienced as creating tension depends on the specific regional social environment in which the organization is embedded. Consequently, the strategies to reduce the tension and the religious styles that result from the adaptation process will also differ according to the regional culture. However, the tension may not only depend on the regional environment, but also on the culture of the specific peer group to which the religious organization primarily relates in this regional environment. The studied MCCs exhibit middle class markers, while shielding spiritual practices that will be perceived as "mad" (Interview MCP 13) by nonPentecostal middle class peers. Thus, differences in regional middle class cultures, resulting in divergent tensions and adaptations processes, may explain the discrepancies in Southern and Central American middle class Pentecostalism: as such, regional differences in values regarding the accumulation and exposure of wealth among middle classes (cf. Lamont 1992) might have an impact on the appeal of prosperity gospel among MCPs in these two regions.
Processes of adaptation to the surrounding culture are crucial for the success of churches, as Marti (2008) According to sect-to-church theory, sects that improve their socio-economic status (SES)
will reduce the tension between the organization and its social environment to decrease the costs of group membership. Organizations may selectively adapt, changing specific tensionrelated characteristics, while maintaining others, as described by Iannaccone (Iannaccone 1994 (Iannaccone : 1203 . This study indicates that religious organizations not only selectively choose what characteristics they adapt, but also how they self- the religious practice tends towards the church spectrum. However, the lower the extent to which outsiders can gain access to the religious practice, the higher the degrees of freedom to drift towards the sect spectrum. As a result, "sect" and "church" may simultaneously co-exist within the same religious organization, while being selectively performed in specific spaces and times.
This, however, raises the question of how to classify religious organizations that reduce the tension on the front region, but, on the back region, maintain high levels of distinctiveness from their social environment. Although classifying religious organizations along a onedimensional axis (i.e. level of tension) facilitates clear sect-church typologies (cf. Dawson 2011:533,536-541) , it creates problems when religious organizations cannot be coherently attributed along this one-dimensional axis. A more dynamic perspective may help to solve the aforementioned problem: instead of perceiving religious organizations as being located at a fixed point on the sect-to-church axis, religious organizations may, in the short run, move relatively flexibly between different points on the axis by adapting their performances depending on the extent to which they are potentially visible to relevant outsiders at the given moment in time. In particular, religious organizations struggling with the above-mentioned dilemma of adaptation may strategically adjust their performances: facing pressure to reduce tension, as their members experience excessive costs outside the organization, while at the same time standing by their distinctive practices, these organizations are likely to evolve strategies enabling them to switch between sect and church-like religious practices.
To further explore whether and in what way religious organizations engage in impression management and evolve strategies to switch between sect-and church-like religious practices, more research is needed. In particular, comparative in-depth research on middle class
Pentecostalism in different world regions could yield intriguing results about the selective shielding strategies of MCCs and their embeddedness in regional middle class cultures.
